1st Grade Literacy Expectations
Augusta School Department

Reading

Designed by
Paula Bourque
Literacy Mentor

Sample of text that MEETS end
of 1st grade standard.
The Cat in the Hat Dr. Seuss
(1957) Random House

Reading Strategies/Behaviors
For End-of-1st Grade Readers
•
•

Characteristics of End-of-1st Grade
Texts
(Benchmark Level K)

o Longer, slightly more complex picture books
with more characters or early chapter books
o Most vocabulary words known by children
through conversation or reading
o Variety in layout, reflecting different genres
(fantasy, nonfiction, poetry,
o Wide range of high frequency words
o Some complex spelling patterns
o Variation in placement of subject, verb,
adjectives, and adverbs
o Ample space between lines
o Sentences carrying over two to three lines and
some over two pages
WEBSITES FOR FAMILY LITERACY:
Reading Rockets
http://www.readingrockets.org/audience/parents/

Read, Write, Think
http://www.readwritethink.org/search/?resource_type=72

Literacy Cyberspace
http://literacy.nwfsc.edu/famlit/children/reading_lang.htm
Starfall http://www.starfall.com/n/N-info/parents.htm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uses many sources of information to
read text smoothly
Uses many strategies to figure out
new words while focusing on the
meaning of the story.
Can analyze words using phonics
skills with what makes sense
Reads fluently, slowing down when
needed to figure out words
Self corrects mistakes when they
don’t make sense.
Understands story plot, characters,
setting,
Makes predictions, inferences and
connections.
Can read longer texts over several
days.
Rereads when necessary to monitor
their understanding

Book Ideas for Your Child
Cat in the Hat, Green Eggs
and Ham, Hop on Pop
(Dr. Seuss)
Frog and Toad Series
(Lobel)
Henry and Mudge series
(Rylant)
Nate the Great series
(Sharmat)
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Writing
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Characteristics of End-of-1st Grade Writing
•
•
•
•
•
•

Topic developed with two or more sequenced events or multiple descriptive sentences.
Uses cue words to signal event order
Most details tied to the topic
Provides some sense of closure.
Simple word choice and sentence structure
Growing control of conventions: punctuation, grammar, spelling (in relation to the length
and complexity of the writing
Sample of student work that MEETS the
standard for end of 1st grade.

Writing Ideas for
Home
-Make lists
-Writ e letters
-Keep a journal
-Make books
-Search for words in
newspapers and
magazines
-Keep a scrapbook

State Standards
for Literacy

http://www.corestandards.
org/the-standards
To know what the expectations
are for your child, by grade level,
you can visit this website. Almost
every state in the nation has
adopted these rigorous standards.
Your child’s teacher can tell you
more about how they teach to
these standards and what they
mean for your child’s instruction

“I was walking through the park and found a egg. I
wonder what kind of egg it is? I said to myself. Is it a
ostrich? I wonder

This writer used a combination of description and introspection to develop the
topic. There is a sense of closer (leaves the reader with a question). Using
punctuation and spacing. Strong attempts at unfamiliar words mixed with
conventional spelling
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